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Abstract 

Testing is an important phase in software engineering. However, assigning new bugs (bug triage) is a task which became 

difficult with manual system. The rationale behind this is the huge amount of bug data generated by tools and the 

development teams. Therefore it is essential to have mechanisms for reducing bug data so as to automate the bug triage 

process. Many existing systems on this focused on bug reports. In this paper we proposed a framework with an underlying 

algorithm in order to reduce bug data. We used the instance selection and feature selection mechanisms as part of data 

reduction technique. Our algorithm takes bug report as input and reduces bug instances in order to have unique bugs 

remaining. We built a prototype application that demonstrates the proof of concept. The empirical results reveal that the 

proposed framework is useful to developers in software industry.  

Index Terms – Bug triage, bug repository, feature selection, instance selection, bug data reduction  

I.INTRODUCTION  

Data mining is widely used domain for mining data in order to have business intelligence. It is also used in 

software engineering domain as it can help discover patterns in different datasets. For instance it can be used to 

mine data related to bug reports. Bug reports have huge amount of data and manual interpretations is time 

consuming and error prone. Therefore it is required to have an automated approach that can help in processing 

bug reports. An important activity in software testing process is known as bug triage. Bug triage is an act of 

assigning a bug to a developer who is capable of fixing it. Automated bug triage can help software engineers to 

save time and effort that they spend in manual bug triage. It also affects software delivery deadlines and quality 

of software. Figure 1 shows the general data mining procedure.  
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Figure 1: Data Mining Process 

As shown in Figure 1, it is evident that the data mining is a process of extracting business intelligence from 

given data sources. The hidden information can be extracted by mining data. In this paper we use the data 

mining process in order to have bug data reduction. Data reduction technique we employed has two data mining 

related methods such as instance selection and feature selection. The dataset we used is related to bug reports. 

Each bug in the report has its own life cycle. Thus it is essential to have knowhow of bugs and the skill set of 

developers in order to have well informed decisions. In this paper we proposed a framework and built a 

prototype application to demonstrate the bug data reduction techniques. The bug triage process is illustrated in 

Figure 2 which provides a flow chart that provides quick understanding of bug triage. Moreover, the bug triage 

has its life cycle as illustrated. It starts with something new and that new thing is bug, it needs to start its 

procedure to achieve bug triage. Sometimes there might be duplicate bugs in the reports. The duplicate bugs are 

also handled by the bug triage process. When duplicate bug is found, it is marked as duplicate and then removed 

from the dataset. Thus it can help saving lot of time and effort on part of engineers who spent time on bug triage 

and bug management.  
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Figure 2: Bug Triage Process 

As shown in Figure 2, the life cycle of a bug has different phases where conditions are verified and finally bug 

is triaged. The proposed framework is somehow related to this in which bug data reduction technique is used to 

have residual bugs that can be triaged ultimately.  

 

Our Contributions: In this paper out contributions include the design and implementation of a framework 

that is used to have effective detection and reporting of bugs by using data reduction techniques.  Instance 

selection and feature selection techniques are used with the algorithm proposed. We built a prototype 

application to demonstrate the proof of concept. Our empirical results revealed that our framework is useful for 

developers who can save their time in managing bugs and big triage.  

 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II provides review of literature. 

Section III presents the proposed system in detail. Section IV presents experimental results 

while section V concludes the paper. 
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II.RELATED WORKS 

This section provides review of related literature. Especially the relationships in bug data can provide useful 

insights. Sandusky et al. [1] proposed a network for examining bugs in the bug reports and find dependencies 

among them. Hong et al. [2] also proposed a mechanism that is based on the study of relationships between bug 

reports. They built a social network to have collaboration based on different bug reports collected from different 

sources. The social network built is useful to ascertain the bug reports and have insights on them and let them be 

solved. Xuan et al. [3] explored developer prioritization with  respect to bug repositories. The developer 

prioritization can find the difference between developers and the teams that take care of software maintenance.  

 

In order to investigate the quality of data in bug reports, Zimermann et al. [4] designed various questions to find 

answers from developers on different open source projects. Based on the responses they found insights 

pertaining to quality of bug reports and classified them. They also characterized the bug reports which are good 

and built a classifier to process future bug reports based on the model built from the existing data. Finding 

duplicates in bugs is also another important activity which eliminates potential duplicates and thus time needed 

to fix them is reduced. Classifiers built on the bug reports can help improve quality bugs. Wang et al. [5] 

explored natural language processing for matching information of bug reports with that of execution. Sun et al. 

[6] proposed a duplicate bug detection mechanism by using multiple features and optimizations. Breu et al. [9] 

focused on the quality of bug reports using open source projects.  Xuan et al. [8] focused on the bugs and quality 

bug reports to supplement the need for open data that is aprt of requirements engineering. Bug characteristics 

and bug data quality is explored in [9] and [10]. Murphy [11] explored bug triage and finding and fixing bugs 

automatically. They applied text classification techniques in order to have knowhow about developers to have 

effective bug triage. Multiple techniques on bug triage are explored in [12]. It also includes classifiers and data 

preparation procedures. This work is extended in [13] for reducing effort needed for bug triage using 

recommender systems.  

 

III.PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

We proposed a framework for data reduction of bug reports in order to have effective bug triage. Bug triage is 

the process of assigning a bug to a suitable developer. The framework takes bug dataset as input and produces 

reduced bug dataset which has unique bug details that are to be allocated to developers. When a bug report is 

observed in the real world, it contains huge amount of data and manual bug triage is very difficult and time 

consuming. Towards automation of bug triage, we proposed an algorithm along with framework. The data 

reduction technique employs instance selection and feature selection methods. Instance selection can filter bugs 

as it can reduce the data to have only the instances that satisfy criterion. Afterwards feature selection process 

can filter out further the bug data. The residual data is further subjected to the validation process which 

will ensure only unique bugs in the dataset based on the results of instance and feature 

selection processes.  
 

Preprocessing Attribute Discovery 

Bug Data Reduction Feature Selection Instance Selection 

Bug Dataset 

Reduced Bug 

Dataset 

 

Figure 3: Overview of the Proposed Framework 
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The pre-processing phase is used to ensure that the data has no garbage values. It converts null or no value cells 

into a more meaningful generic values. Afterwards the framework discovers attributes present in the dataset. 

Afterwards instance selection and feature selection are interactive procedures where expert inputs are expected. 

Once the instance selection is made it will have iterative process on the data to reduce it to meet the condition. 

After completion of instance selection feture selection further reduces bug data. Thus the bug data reduction 

process ends with validation where it ensure unique bugs that meet criteria in the final dataset. We proposed an 

algorithm for achieving this.  

Proposed Algorithm 

Notations Used in the Algorithm  

NOTATION  MEANING 

BD Bug dataset 

DD Developer data 

Ins Holds instance details 

F Holds feature details 

Dd Holds a tuple of DD 

Bd Holds a tuple of BD 

BD’ Loaded bug data 

DD’ Loaded developer data 

Table 1: Notations Used  

Algorithm : Data Reduction Algorithm (RDA) 

Inputs       : Bug Dataset BD, Developer Data DD 

Outputs    : Bug Triage 

 

Initialization 

01 Initialize Bug Data Vector BD’ 

02 Initialize Developer Data DD’ 

03 Initialize instance ins 

04 Initialize feature f 

 

Loading Data 

05 For each record in BD 

06    Add record to BD’   

07 End For 

08 For each record in DD 

09    Add record to DD’   
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10 End For 

 

Data Pre-processing  

11 For each record in BD’ 

12    IF record has null/no value THEN 

13       Replace the value  with generic value  

14    END IF 

15 End For 

 

Instance Selection  

16 Obtain ins from user 

17 For each record in BD’ 

18    IF record < > ins THEN 

19       Remove record from BD’ 

20    END IF 

21 End For 

Data Reduction  

22 Obtain f from user 

23 For each record in BD’ 

24    IF record < > f THEN 

25       Remove record from BD’ 

26    END IF 

27 End For 

Big Triage 

28 For each bd’ in BD’ 

29    For each dd in DD 

30       IF dd skill is compatible with bd’  THEN 

31          Assign bd’ to dd 

32          break  

33       END IF 

34    END IF 

35 End For 

Algorithm 1: Data Reduction Algorithm (DRA) 
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As shown in the algorithm there are many phases such as initialization, loading data, data pre-processing, 

instance selection, feature selection and data reduction. After completion of this it is possible to process further 

in order to have an automated bug triage. In the big triage phase, the algorithm itertively examines the rediaul 

bugs in the report and compares with skill sets of developers to make well informed decisions.  

 

IV.IMPLEMENTATION  

We built a prototype application using Java platform. Java is the programming languge used for the 

implementation. Java swing API which is in javax.swing package is used for making graphical user interface 

(GUI). Java package named java.io is used to intract with files. Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) is used to 

have interaction with relational database management system (RDBMS). My SQL is the RDBMS used as 

backend. The application is a data mining tool which takes bug data as input and performs the logic pertaining 

to bug data reduction and produces final bug report that can be used for bug triage.  

 

 

Figure 4: UI for Loading Dataset 

As can be seen in Figure 4, it  is evident that the UI allows the end user to choose any dataset which is in the 

form of a text file or comma separated value file (PSV). The UI also shows the data loaded into database. The 

data loaded into database is shown in relational format. After this a series of steps are carried out in order to 

reduce bug data. At the end of the process bug triage is simplified and that can help testing team in software 

industry.  

 

Figure 4: Shows Newly Assigned Bug Report and Rectified Bug History  
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As shown in Figure 4, the newly assigned bugs and the rectified bugs are shown in tabs format. This will help 

the testing team to keep track of bugs that are finished and the bugs that are newly assigned.  

 

Figure 5: Efficiency Comparison 

As shown in Figure 5, it is evident that two datasets are used in experiments. The dataset performance is 

represented in horizontal axis while the vertical axis represents loss of data in the process of bug data reduction.  

V.CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we studied the problems associated with bug triage in software industry. Bug triage is one of the 

important processes involved in software testing. Bug triage is the process of allocating a bug to a capable 

developer. This is an important problem in software industry as there are plenty of bugs that are to be studied 

and assigned to developers. When number of bugs is in thousands it is not possible to have manual inspection 

and perform bug triage. In this paper we proposed a framework that is used to have bug data reduction. The 

framework has provision for bug data reduction. The bug data reduction technique makes use of two methods 

namely instance selection and feature selection. The algorithm we proposed is used to achieve this. Our work is 

tested with an empirical study and results revealed that the proposed framework is useful. This research is 

further extended in future by investigating other data mining techniques such as dimensionality reduction in 

order to have effective bug triage.  
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